
SPECTRUM
Colour is the first thing that catches  

the eye, drawing attention to the  

location where you want the energy  

or the serenity to reside. If the  

pattern can give motion to a room, 

the colour can give it a pulse.

Capture a mood with the help of 

colour!

MONOCHROME

GRADIENT

RAINBOW

C L A I M  Y O U R  S PA C E

WALL MURAL COLLECTION

http://rebelwalls.com


How it works

GET MORE INFORMATION AT REBELWALLS.COM

Use the collection book to get inspired and 
find your favorite wall mural. 

Measure the width and height of your wall.

Go to rebelwalls.com and search for the wall 
mural you have picked.

Place the order and we will produce the wall
mural with your measurements and deliver it
in a few days with free paste and instructions. 

1.)

2.)

3.)

4.)

http://rebelwalls.com


MONO
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Elevation
This graphical mountain landscape came to 
life directly on the wall in our design studio.

The colours can easily be changed to match 
existing objects in your home. Contact us for 
more info! 

ELEVATION | R13331

ELEVATION RAINBOW | R13332



Marble
You can combine these two murals, 
they will look fantastic together.

GEOMETRIC MARBLE | R13351

MARBLE | R13371



DENIM TRELLIS | R13561

DENIM TRELLIS, BLACK | R13562

Denim Trellis



DOORWAY | R13521



City Field
A made-up map of a land- 
scape with only the best 
parts. The fine details of 
both city and countryside are  
drawn by hand and look ama-
zing on the wall.

CITY FIELD | R13361



Chalkboard
Graphical diamonds and prisms drawn 
on a rough chalkboard give any room 
a graphically clean and sleek personality.

Use a magnetic colour beneath the wall- 
paper and create a bulletin board for ideas 
and to-do’s.

CHALKBOARD | R13341

COLOUR RAIN | R13401





Gradient
Mountains

View over the spellbinding “Rain-
bow Mountains” in Gansu, Chi-
na, one of the world´s Cultural 
Heritages. This design gives 
depth to a room and creates 
harmony and tranquility.

GRADIENT MOUNTAINS 
R13281



We really like the paper pom poms / honeycombs 
you can buy and decorate when having a rehear-
sal dinner, bridal shower, or casual reception. 
They appear to float in the air, imparting a cheerful  
radiance to every occasion. In this design we  
wanted to translate that feeling to a wall mural.  
Therefore, we have digitally manipulated a photo of 
a paper honeycomb, making it pop with a 3D effect.

Pom Pom

POM POM | R13391

POM POM, BLACK | R13392

POM POM, MINT | R13393



 PARADISE BREEZE | R13321



LINGERING WALL | R13531



COLOUR CLOUDS | R13271

COLOUR CLOUDS, CHILI | R13272

Clouds of colourful dust captured in 
the making. An explosion of colours 
that inspires spontaneity and creativity.  
The design gives a soft and airy depth 
to a room.

Colour Clouds



Neon City
A graphic version of New York’s vibrant city pulse. A 
design composed of both photos and architectural 
elements. Available in a suggestive neon light as well 
as a stylish black-and-white version.

NEON CITY | R13291

NEON CITY, BLACK | R13292



ENCHANTING BLUE | R13541





Colour Stream
A stripe in a home is like the little black 
dress in a wardrobe – suitable for any 
room and style in combination with the 
right accessories. This design is made 
with real paint and gives beautiful depth 
to a room.

COLOUR STREAM | R13481

COLOUR STREAM, BLACK | R13482



Adventure
Take a stroll in our imaginary 
world. This wall mural is made 
like a digitally illustrated pho-
tograph of a landscape.

ADVENTURE | R13451



RAINBOW WORLD | R13431

DUSKY WORLD | R13432



STRIPED STRIPE | R13471

Striped Stripe
This wallpaper is a real eye opener. Bounti-
ful in color it branches infinitely across the 
spectrum. With a formation of various sized 
cubes which range from thin vertical hints of 
yellow, white and more to broader blocks of 
black to blue, this innovative design is snappy 
and upbeat. The constitution is well propor-
tioned and casts an invigorating ambience. 



FROM RED TO PINK | R13501

FROM DAWN TO NIGHT | R13502



Big Diamond
This large colour diamond is simple and clean  
with its graphical forms. It gives you the oppor-
tunity to  combine the three different designs  
in any way you like. TIP! Our design studio can 
easily help you change the colours if you wish.

BIG DIAMOND 1 | R13422

BIG DIAMOND 2 | R13424

BIG DIAMOND 3 | R13423



COLOUR BOXES | R13441



Textile Graffiti

TEXTILE GRAFFITI | R13491

TEXTILE GRAFFITI, DUSK | R13492

A street style Monet for your walls. 
Edgy and spontaneous with its bleeding 
colour on a textile structure.



FALL IN LOVE WITH MORE WALL MURALS ON REBELWALLS.COM

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM AND PINTEREST:

http://rebelwalls.com
https://www.facebook.com/RebelWalls/
https://instagram.com/rebelwalls
https://www.pinterest.com/rebelwalls/

